
 

 

 
Abstract—This paper presents a comparison between Spectrum-

Sliced Wavelength Division Multiplexing (SS-WDM) and Spectrum 
Amplitude Coding Optical Code Division Multiple Access (SAC 
Optical CDMA) systems for different light sources. The performance 
of the system is shown in the simulated results of the bit error rate 
(BER) and the eye diagram of both systems. The comparison results 
indicate that the Multiple Access Interference (MAI) effects have a 
significant impact on SS-WDM over SAC Optical CDMA systems. 
Finally, in terms of spectral efficiency at constant BER of 10-12, SS-
WDM offers higher spectral efficiency than optical CDMA since no 
bandwidth expansion in needed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

ULTIPLE access techniques represent one of the most 
essential functions of access networks. The three basic 

multiple access techniques are Frequency Division Multiple 
Access (FDMA), Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) 
and Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA)[1,2]. Optical 
CDMA systems based on coded sequences of incoherent pulse 
or coherent pulse, they both enable a limitation of unipolar 
codes to be avoided and do not entail the high complexity of 
coherent systems [3]. Optical CDMA is most suitable to be 
applied to high speed Local Area Network (LAN) to achieve 
contention-free, zero delay access, where traffic tends to be 
bursty rather than continuous. Compared with TDMA, CDMA 
is attractive in other points [4]. High capacity wavelength 
division multiplexed (WDM) systems have been considered as 
an attractive solution for long distance transmission and access 
applications to provide sustained bit rates beyond 10Gbps. 

Traditional WDM systems have multiple transmitter lasers 
operating at different wavelengths, which need to be 
wavelength selected for each channel and operated at a 
specific wavelength, producing a costly and complicated 
approach to WDM [5,3]. This presents a key challenge for 
their future deployment in the highly cost-sensitive optical 
network units (ONUs) located in individual homes resulting in 
the development of spectrum-sliced WDM (SS-WDM) as a 
lower-cost alternative. The advantages of Optical CDMA are 
based on discrimination in the time domain to reduce the 
effects of pulse overlaps. 
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Random and simultaneous access protocol. No need for the 
strict timing synchronization and no need for the strict 
wavelength control. The spectral-amplitude-coding (SAC) 
schemes have received more and more attention among 
various optical CDMA techniques (Fig.1). Due to the 
excellent ability for multiple access interference (MAI) 
elimination and complementary coding, the concept of SAC 
was applied in the time-spreading/wavelength hopping optical.  

Fig. 1 OCDMA system architecture using spectral direct detection 
technique 

 
CDMA for cardinality expansion and performance 

improvement [9,10]. Besides that, Wavelength Division 
Multiplexing (WDM) is a multiplexing technique that allows 
several different signals to be carried along a single fiber at the 
same time. This technique enables bidirectional 
communications over one strand of fiber, as well as 
multiplication of capacity.  

The main objectives of this project are to: (i) Develop a 
transmitter-receiver structure for SS-WDM system based on a 
spectrum sliced; (ii) Develop a transmitter-receiver structure 
for spectral-amplitude coding OCDMA networks; (iii) 
compare the performance of SS-WDM and OCDMA systems, 
in terms of the number of users, multi-access interference 
(MAI), bit error rate (BER), and spectral efficiency. 

II. OPTICAL CDMA / WDM SYSTEM DESIGN  

The setup of the proposed RD system using the spectral 
direct technique is shown in Figure 1. The mathematical 
analysis of the RD code is discussed and explained in [13]. In 
the performance analysis, incoherent intensity noise, as well as 
shot and thermal noises in photodetectors have been 
considered. A few researchers demonstrated the use of Light 
Emitting Diodes (LEDs) in a broadband multi-channel WDM 
transmission [2]. Their idea was to achieve spectral sliced 
transmission over 4-to-16 WDM channel at bit rates up to 
155Mbps per channel. A generalized power budget analysis of 
spectrally sliced transmission is presented and simulated with 
their simulation results. The design setup is depicted in Figure 
2. The LED light source with center wavelength of 1550nm 
launched -10dBm average power, and hence it was sliced 
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spectrally by eight channels using multiplexer and de
multiplexer, then multiplexed by a 41 coupler into a single 
mode fiber.  

Fig. 2 The proposed WDM system  

III.   SIMULATION RESULTS 

Optical CDMA and WDM systems have been explained 
and investigated in [6][13]. This section shows all the 
simulation results for SS-WDM and Optical CDMA systems 
by using a commercial optical system simulator Optisysem 
ver. 7.0 from optiwave[12]. The Spectral Sliced
based on a LED as light source and Optical CDMA based
Random Diagonal (RD) code [13] is being simulated. All the 
results that are obtained would be analyzed and discussed.
Besides that, this section also shows the comparison between 
both systems SS-WDM and Optical CDMA. The analysis is 
represented in terms of bit error rate (BER), fiber length, data 
rate and received power. The physical layer design must take 
into account the effect of a number of system impairment, 
such as MAI versus a number of active users. Usually, each 
impairment results in a power penalty to the system. In the 
presence of impairment, a higher signal power will be required 
at the receiver in order to maintain a desired bit error rate. One 
way to define the power penalty is as the increase in the signal 
power required (in dB) to maintain the same bit error rate in 
the presence of impairments. Figure 3 and 4, and 5 show the 
received signal from a photodetector for two users and four 
users respectively. It’s clearly shown from the detected signal 
in Figure 3 and Figure 4 that the effects o
the number of users increased from two to four users. On the 
other hand, as shown in Figure 3 and 4, the smaller the 
number of simultaneous users, the better the eye diagram, 
which means a low MAI, and a clear detected signal.
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Optical CDMA and WDM systems have been explained 
[6][13]. This section shows all the 

WDM and Optical CDMA systems 
by using a commercial optical system simulator Optisysem 
ver. 7.0 from optiwave[12]. The Spectral Sliced-WDM is 
based on a LED as light source and Optical CDMA based on 
Random Diagonal (RD) code [13] is being simulated. All the 
results that are obtained would be analyzed and discussed. 
Besides that, this section also shows the comparison between 

WDM and Optical CDMA. The analysis is 
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The physical layer design must take 
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such as MAI versus a number of active users. Usually, each 
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at the receiver in order to maintain a desired bit error rate. One 
way to define the power penalty is as the increase in the signal 

n the same bit error rate in 
Figure 3 and 4, and 5 show the 

received signal from a photodetector for two users and four 
users respectively. It’s clearly shown from the detected signal 
in Figure 3 and Figure 4 that the effects of MAI increased as 
the number of users increased from two to four users. On the 
other hand, as shown in Figure 3 and 4, the smaller the 
number of simultaneous users, the better the eye diagram, 
which means a low MAI, and a clear detected signal. 

 

Fig. 3 The eye diagram for 4 users for (a) SS
1.5 ×10-20 (b) SAC-Optical CDMA with a BER of 5.4×10

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

he eye diagram for 4 users for (a) SS-WDM with a BER of 
Optical CDMA with a BER of 5.4×10-14 

 
(a) 
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(b) 

Fig. 4 The eye diagram for 2 users (a) SS-WDM with a BER of 
9.7×10-28 (b) SAC-Optical CDMA with a BER of 1.32×10-24 

 
The power penalty due to SS-WDM and Optical CDMA 

systems is reported in Table I for K=2 and K=4 respectively. 
The results in this table reveal that the Optical CDMA system 
has less power penalty compared with SS-WDM system. 
 

TABLE I 
 RECEIVED POWER OF SS-WDM AND OPTICAL CDMA SYSTEMS 

 
 
Figure 5 shows that the performance of SS-WDM and 

Optical CDMA systems, both systems is compared based on 
same configuration parameters. However, both systems are 
simulated under various data rates because the transmitted 
light source is different (LED for SS-WDM and laser light 
source for Optical CDMA). However, system performance 
based on Optical CDMA offers better performance than SS-
WDM system (LED suffers from high beat noise degradation 
compared with laser light source). For SS-WDM the data rates 
are 155Mbps and for Optical CDMA is 2.5Gbps. Both systems 
having the same channel spacing of 0.8nm and must be 
selected carefully to obtain minimum crosstalk. Finally, a 
fundamental measure of the performance of both systems is 
the spectral efficiency (ζ), b/s/HZ that specifies the overall 
throughput per unit of Optical Bandwidth associated with a 
fixed BER. The spectral efficiency could be expressed as [11] 

 
 

 
Fig. 5 BER versus Fiber length for both systems 

 
 

ζ = K R / Bo                     (1) 
 

Where K is the number of an active user emitting at a bit rate 
R and where Bo is the optical bandwidth occupied by both 
systems. As shown in table 4.1, the incoherent Optical CDMA 
system is additionally depended on the users number, which 
can be much larger number of users is the bandwidth 
expansion. For example, when the number of user is four, and 
the chip width of 0.8nm is used, the Optical CDMA will 
require a spectrum width of (0.8nm×6 =4.8nm), whereas the 
SS-WDM only require (0.8×4=3.2nm). For the SS-WDM, the 
number of simultaneous users is fixed by the available 
bandwidth. From this point of view, the SS-WDM display 
greater spectral efficiency since no bandwidth expansion is 
needed. 

IV.  CONCLUSION 

This paper studies the comparison between Spectral-Sliced 
WDM and Spectral Amplitude Coding Optical CDMA based 
on Random Diagonal code (RD). On an overall, the design 
specification is successfully achieved in terms of bit error rate 
(BER), received power, fiber length and data rate for both 
systems (SS-WDM and Optical CDMA). The standard 
simulation parameters are based on ITU G652. The results 
suggest that beat noise represented as Multiple Access 
Interference (MAI) has negative effects on the performance 
for both systems. Simulated results for both two users give a 
BER value of 9.26 ×10-28 and 1.33×10-24 for Optical CDMA, 
and SS-WDM system respectively, while for four users the 
BER value is 5.8×10-20 and 1.68×10-14 for Optical CDMA and 
SS-WDM systems. However, the drawback of the large 
number of user’s is the bandwidth expansion and the 
introduction of MAI. Finally, Spectral sliced WDM systems 
using LEDs suffer from beat noise generated by the square 
law photodetection. It arises because the spectral slices are 
wider than laser bandwidth the level of beating depends on the 
ratio of the optical bandwidth to the bit rate. Therefore, the 
SS-WDM offers greater spectral efficiency compared with 
Optical CDMA, since no bandwidth expansion is needed. 
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